INTRODUCTION
In terms of important uncertainty in regional-scale air-pollution models, probably no other aspect ranks any higher than the current ability to specify clouds and soil moisture on the regional scale. Because clouds in models are highly paramcterized, the ability of models to predict the correct spatial and radiative characteristics is highly suspect and subject to large error. While considerable advances have been made in the assir_ilation of winds and temperatures into regional models (Stauffei" and Seaman, 1990) , the poor representation of cloud fields from po!nt measurements at National Weather Service stations and the almost total absence of surface moisture availability observations has made assimilation of these variables difficult to impossible. Yet, the correct inclusion of clouds and surface moisture are of first-order importance in regional-scale photochemistry.
Consider the following points relative to tl_ese variables.
REPROVED
IV: _r_ U.I, O_lpevtrn4_ll Of C_mtlree I'_ll_n_ lreet_o_ _rml41on 11tcW_'e I. Clouds dominatetheavailability of actinic flux,which drivesphotochemical processes. Variations incloudiness from clear toovercast changetheavailable actinic fluxbelow clouds by a factor of fiveor mere, Yet,itisthisactinic fluxwhich direct.ly affects thephotOlyais rates in photochemical models (Seinfeld,1988; Dunker, 1980) , Thus, inaccurate specification of thephotolysis rates either in term_of mean biasor in thecorrect time and spacespecification canina firSt-order fashion affect model performance.
2.
On a regional Scalecloudsarcthe prime controller of surface temperature through their effect on solarinsolation. Variations in cloudiness can alter airsurface temperatures by 10-15OF and surfaceskin temperatures by 30°F or more. Given thatbiogenicIsoprene emissionsand _ome anthrOpogenic emissionsarehighlynonlinearly dependentupon st/trace temperatur_(Tingeyetal.,1979;7_fanm6rman etal.,1988),thenerrorsinmean cloudgor their distribution can drastically change thechemistry of theenvironment. In fact, one could to_onably concludethatthe cu_ent emphasis of_improved spatial and temporalbiogenic emissionsmodels has gone beyoud ourability to specify surface temperatures to a sufficient accuracy.
3. Surface moistureav_lability is probablysecond only to clouds in controlling surface temperature (Wctzcldta_., 1984; Carlsonetai., 1981; Pleim and Xiu, 1995) .Moist surfaces or actively transpiring vegetation can sharplyreducetemperatures over thatof dry surfaces. Thus,regional mean temperatures and spatial variations in temperature aredependenton the specification of moisture.In _ past, surfacemoistureavailability in the absence of observations has sometimes b_n used as a tuning device.However, given the high inhomogeneilyin moistureavailability thiscan leadto spatial errorsand mean biasfeeding back itito theemissionerrors discussed above.
4.
Mixing heights in regional-scale models, which affect pollution and precursor concentrations in. a direct, inverSe-linear way, are highly dependent on surface temperature through the surface sensible heat flux (Deardorff, 1974) . This surface heat flux i._ in turn controlled by insolation and _urface moisture availability. Thus, errors in specification of clouds and surface moistur_ can substantially alter air-pollution concentrations.
In addition, cumulus cloud convection can effectively de_pen the mixirig height to include a large portion of the troposphere, drastically altering boundary-layer concentrations, and can inject precursors into an environment where the chemistry can be quite efficient and chemical chain lengths long in the absence of surface losses.
In summary, the above discussion shows the importance of clouds and surface moisture availability in regional models. While considerable emphasis has been placed on wind direction in regional scale mOdels, the winds affect the distribution of pollutants but clouds and moisture availability highly affect the photocherni'cal production.
(The clouds and moisture also affect winds--see below). The domino effect of clouds and moisture through photolysis rates, emissions, mixing heights, etc., m_es them a pivotal clement in regional rnodels, It is the purpose of this paper to describe methods of satellite remote sensing that can be used to specify clouds and surface rnoisture in photochemical models with improved fidelity on the regional scale. Specifically, geostationary data is used because of the temporal arid spatial coverage available. The following summarizes techniques for estimating insolation, photo]ysis rates, and surface r'noisture.
INSOLATION
The net solar radiation at the surface provides the prime source of energy controlling the diurnal variation in temperature in the surface energy budget in regional scale models. In addition to astronomical factors, the net radiation at the surface is determined by the _ufface albedo, reflection, md absorption of solar radiation by the the cleat" atmosphere and the reflection and absorption by the cloudy atmospber_ (includiog aerosols).
Surface Albedo
The surface albedo in regional-scale models such as MM_ (Grell et al., 1994) or RAMS (Pielke, I992) is u_ually estimated using land-use type. However, the relationship between gross land-use characteristics and its radiative properties is not always well defined. Additionally, the albedo can change due to meteorological conditions and anthropogen|c changes (such a harvesting) which ar_ not included in routine land-use data bases. Satellit_ on the other hand, provide a direct radiative measurement of reflected radiation, although ictterpretation due to View angle and bi-direetional effects must be considered (Gautier et aL, I980) .
The geostationary series of satellites (GOES) operated by NOAA in the U.S. over the last two decades provide satellite coverage over the U.S. that can be used in regional models. In 1995 a new version of geostationary satellites beginning with C._ES-8 was launched with different chacacteristics than previous GOES (i.e,, GOES 7 and earlier). The GOES-7 (GOES-8) satellite returns the magnitud,_ of upwelling radiance in the visible as brightness counts in the range 0-63 (0-1023). The lowest counts arise when little or no cloud is present and the reflection is primarily, if not entirely, from the earth's surface. Using the physical retrieval method of Gautier et al. (1980) and Diak and Gautier (1983) , the surface albedos can be recovered from the brightness cour_ts _tumed by GOES satellites. The technique requires hourly surface aibedos obtained from clear-sky brightness counts. If a single, cloudfree image were available for each hour of daylight, the brightness counts could be obtained directly from them. However, because cloudy skies are so common, a single, cloud-free image is usually not available. Experience has shown that for a given daylight hour images over a period of 20-30 days are needed to obtain a stable minimum brightness count for that hour, especially in the S0utheaSt during gummer when cumulus clouds are ubiquitous. Brightness counts are converted into refleetances using a calibration curve unique to each satellite. This approach has the inherent abillty to account for both spatial and temporal differences in albedo due to soil type, vegetation, and time of day a_)d year. Figure i shows a clear-sky albedo derived using this technique and converted to an 80-km grid used iraMM5. 
Cloud Albedo
Once the clear-sky albedo and the brightness count are known for a given satellite-image pixel, surface insolation at the pixel level (usually 1, 4, or 8 km) can be Calculated from the simplified radiative-transfer model of Gautier et at. (1980) as described in MeNidet eI aI. (1995) . Tile model _sumes a single cloud layer. Above the cloud layec, radiation is Ra:¢leig h scattered and absorbed by Water vapor. In the cloud layer, radiation is scattered and absorbed. Below the cloud layer, radiation is absorbed by water vapor. For the scattering e_efficients, we use the parameterizafion originally presented by Kondratyev (i969) and modified by Atwater and Brown (1974) . For the water-vapor absorption coefficientS, we use an empirical formulation of MacDonald (1960) . For in-cloud absorption we use a step fiuiction that depends on brightness count 0VlcNider et al., 1995) . This results in a quads, tic equation in cloud albedo. On_ ltriowii .the cloud albedo can be used to calculate downwelhng solar radiation and itisolation at the surface.
A flow chat't ot_the computational procedure i_ shown in Figure 2 . The procedure yields surface insolation at each pixel in an image. Such images can be gridded and values tot all pixels within a grid cell averaged to prodtlee hourly input fields for assimilation into photochemical models or meteorOlogical models. Figure 3 shows the surface insolations computed by this technique for Juliaia day 216 on an 80-km MM5 grid covering most of the U.S. While the GOES visible sensors do not have on-board calibration, prolaunch calibration curves (Raphael and Hay, 1984) _d ground-truth data (Tarpley, 1979) can approximate the •neeAed calibration information.
To provide some understanding of the fidelity of the technique a comparison of observed versu_ satellite derived insolation valueG for the period July 31-August 7, 1988 w_ made. Observed data Were taken from available surface pyranometer archives (National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 1992). Bec0,use the GOES sensor measures a near instantaneous value of clouds and the pyranometer data am hourly averages exact agr_ment cannot be expected. Additionally, the absolute navigation of the GOES-7 image is of order 10 km. Thus, in making the comparison between the satellite data and pyranometer data the best-fit satellite pixel value within 20 km of the pyranometer site was utilized. Figure 4 shows this comparison. While Scatter exists, the key fact is that the caiibratio_a data u,_ed shows almost no bias in tile insolation values. Because the inSolation calculations am based on rather straightforward radiative principals and insolation is fairly insensitive to uncertain specifications such as cloud absorption (McNider etal., 1995) , it is felt that absolute and especially the relative spatial accuracy is quite high. 
PHOTOLYSIS RATES
Photochemical modeling systems differ in their sources of photod_ssociation constants. In some cases these arc obtained from radiative transfer models that include the scattering, absorbing, or reflecting properties of atmospheric aerosols and clouds (e.g., Ruggaber et al., 1994;R0sseileetal., 1995). In othercasesradiative transfer models assume clear skies,and correction factors arelater applied totheresults toobtain thedesired cloudy-sky values(e.g. ,  Chang etal.,1987) .In either approachcloudinfomuRiOnisessential.
In Order to compute cloud effects on photOlysiS rates three fundamental parameters needed: (1) cloud-layer transmittance, (2) cloud-top elevation, and (3) cloud-layer bottom elevation. In the past in photochemical models these parameters were estimated based on hydrological information from the meteorological processor. Often the information used to recover these parameters is fairly indirect. For example, RADM approximates the cloud optical depth _ with the parameterization
where Leon is the mean condensed water content, Azctais the mean depth of the cloud layer, r is the mean cloud drop radius, and ptt2ois the density of water (Chang et ai, 1987) . In RADM, constant values are assumed for each factor except Azc_, which is obtained from the meteorological model. This cloud optical depth is then used in a Beer's Law type of formulation to estimate cloud transmittance. In practice the cloud top is often determined from relative humidity thresholds and cloud base from computed lifting condensation levels. We now propose techniques that use satellite data to estimate two of the needed parameters--cloud transmittance and cloud-top elevations and discuss options for determining cloud base. 
Satellite-Derived TranSmittance
Cloud transmittance is fundamentally a radiative property and can be recovered from the requirehaent that cloud transmittance, reflection and absorption sum to unity. We make the assumption that the broad,band transmittance determined from the satellite sensor (0,52 -0.72 I.tm) is the approximate transmittance r(,.quired in the ultimate photolysis calculations.
Since cloud _flectance iS d_tetrrdne.d above in the insolation Stop and if the same absorptivity function is used then cloud transnfittan_ ca_ be computed. Absorptivity is the least Well known pararnetar in the present scheme. McNider eta/. (1995) showed in sensitivity tests that even making e,xtr_me changes in the absorptivity function Changes the tranmittance only slightly. Figure 5 shoWS the transmittan_ field determined by satellite for-a RADM 80-kin grid using these techniques described above.
Satellite-Derived Cloud-Top Elevations
Cloud-top elevations _ b_ estimated using infrared satelltt_ images from atmospheric clear-window channels. Just as with visible images, GOF_.S-8 returns infrared measurements in diSc_te counts in the range 0-1023. These values correspond to blackbody tamperatures _md in clear-window channels rep_ent the temperature of the Barth's Surface in clear regions and cloud-top temperatures in cloady r_gions. If a temperature sounding is available ne_ the location ofapixol at the time of the sat_11itc measu_rnent, th_ p_sSure level, and hence the elevation, at cloud top can be d_err_ed.
At this point in the development of the technique, for a given pixel we arc using the grid point $ounding from the meteorological model. Figure  6 shows satellite-derived cloud top elevations. 
Cloud-Base l_levations
GOBS satellites cannot provide any guidance on the cloud base Since, infrared techniques cannot determine the depth Of clouds. However, auxiliary thermodynamic structure ihformation can be used to compute the lifting condensation level (LCL) which gives a lower limiton the cloud-baseelevation. This auxiliary reformation can come from prognostic mcsosealemodels or rawinsondeobservationS.
Satellite-Derived PhotOlysis Fields
The cloudcharacteristics defined above wereutilized in a photolysis model in_el_orated in a new versionof the RADM regional photochemical model, Figures7 and 8 show a comparison between the photolysisfieldsgeneratedfrom the satcllitc-derived cloud characteristics and the diagnostic determination of cloud characteristics from the prognostic meteorological model fields. The differences are quite dramatic for this hour, with the diagnostic models overestimating cloud coverage. Analysis of this case is continuing, but it perhaps points to a major problem in that the highly parameterizcd cloud characteristics may not be capturing the actual cloud fields with fidelity. 
Im

SURFACE MOISTURE AVAILABILITY
As mentioned in the introduction, biogenic and soil NO_ emissions rates higiily depend on surfacetemperature. Mixing heightsand turbulent dispersiof_ characteristics are also dei_ndcnt upon surface temperatures. Surface temperatures are highly sensitiveto specification of surface moisture (Plcimand Xiu,1995) ,yetmoistureisnot readily available as an observable at_d must bc estimatexi using vegetation and soilmoistureparameterizations thatcontain difficult-to-specify parameterssuch as deep root-zonemoisture,stomatal conductance.To avoid theseproblems we have developeda method employing infrared satellite images thatiscapableof assimilating satellite-obscrved surface tompcrature ratesof change intoboundary-layer models in a thermodynamically consistent manner thatrecovers soilmoisture.The techniquerequires the use of GOES-8 derivedinfrared images, land surface tempemturcs(LSTs),surface albedo, anldinsolation overth_timeperiodof interest. Itisbased upon adjusting themodel'sbulk moistureavailability so thatthemodel's rateof change of LST agreesmorc closely withth_"observed" ratcof change of LST as dcrived from the satellite, A critical assumptionisthattheavailability of moisture(either from the soilor vegetation) duringmid_moming hoursistheleast known termin themodel's surface energybudget (Wetzeletal., 1984; Carlson1986) .Therefore, thesimulated latent heatflux, Which is a functionof surfacemoistureavailability, is adjustedbased upon differences between themodeled and satellite-derived LST tendenci_.
Here we present results from theassimilation technique as applied withinMM5 for 7 July 1995 using a gridresolution of 12 krn.The regionof interest was over Oklahoma and Kansas where a west-east vegetation gradient existed (wheatstubble to thewest, deciduous fOrest to the easO. Given this variation in vegetation, one would expect the satellite-observed surface thermal response to differ across the region. The LST is derived via a physical split window technioue (Gtiiilory etal., !993) from GOES 8 data from 1200 to 2300 UTC on 7 July 1995. The LST tendencies ate fairly uniform across the region from 1200 tO 1400 UTC. However, between 1400 _d 1700 UTC the LeT tendency in eastern Oklahoma (5°C per 3 h) is considerably lower than that farther WeSt (i0°C per 3 h). This spatial variation is cOnsistent with the west-east vegetation gradient that existed across the region.
The assimilation scheme in MM$ adjusts the evaporative flux by altering the moisture availability parameter, M, which represents the fraction of possible evaporation for a saturated surface. When the standard procedure of specifying M as a function of land-use category Was used to initialize the model, the field exhibits an unreahstic, blocky structure (Figure 9 , left panel). After assimilating GOES L,ST tendencies from 1400 UTC to 1800 UTC (900 to 1300 local standard time), the adjusted M exhibits a more realistic structure (Figure 9 , right panel) which matched well with Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (not shown).
A mote stringeiat check of the technique was done by comparing modeled surface evaporative flux data from observations obtained via Energy Balance Bowen Ratio (EBBR) systems deployed at the Southern Great Plains (SGP) Cloud and Radiation Testbed (CART) sites for the U.S. Department of Encrgy's Almospheric Radiation (ARM) Program (Splittet al., 1995) , Without the assimilation, MM5 greatly overestimates the daytime evaporative flux by 300 Win" (150%) on both 7 and 8 July. However, use of the satellite data produces a much more realistic time series with an average difference for the 36h period of less than 40 Wm "2.
